
 
BUTT JOINING MACHINE  

WITH INTEGRATED GLUEING UNIT 

MODEL LINEA 1000 PLUS 

Technical Data 

 Useful arm length     mm  1000 

 Veneer thickness   approx. mm      0,4 ÷ 1,5 (2,5)* 

 Veneer strip width      from    mm    45 

 Min. veneer strip length    mm             350 

 Type of glue for pre-gluing            Urea and PVA 

 Type of glue for integrated gluing                 Urea 

 Feeding speed    approx.           m/min.           10  -  30 

 Heating temperature   up to                  230 °C 

 Heated zone length     mm  1000 

 Total electric power     kW    3,33 

 Absorbed electric power                 approx.            kW    3,33 

 Compressed air consumption    Nl/min.     5 

 Compressed air operating pressure               bar  6  ÷  8 

 Overall sizes      cm       170  x  160  x  160 

(2,5)* with pre-glued veneer 

 
 

 

The machine permits the longitudinal splicing of veneer sheets by applying glue on their edge. 

Immediately afterwards the veneer will be passing through a heated zone in order to activate the 

glue reaction: the glue will be hardening thus bonding  the veneer sheets. The integrated glueing 

device allows the joining by one only process. 

It’s also possible to bond pre-glued veneer sheets. 

 



 

 

 

 

Description 

Sturdy steel structure. The base and the upper frame are designed to ensure rigidity and precision 

for a long time operation life.  

 

Upper and lower tracks , adjustable pressure, permit the veneer feeding: the sheets are perfectly 

joined while passing through the heated zone.  

 

The lower and upper tracks are made with special plastic material, low thermic conductivity, with 

the further advantages of noiselessness in motion and no mark on the veneers. 

 

The upper track is liftable, driven by pneumatic actuator, to allow the table cleaning operation. 

 

The tracks feeding has an infinitely variable speed within the values field indicated under technical 

data. Only one motor drives both upper and lower tracks feeding. This feature assures perfectly the 

same speed for the upper and the lower tracks. 

 

The working table  is covered with special plastic composite material for easy cleaning operations 

and the advantage of the low coefficient of friction. 

 

Heated bars (upper and lower bars) are producing heating for glue hardening. 

 

Narrow heating zone. 

 

The glue pot can be easily accessed and removed for filling or cleaning. 

 

A refrigerator (*) keeps constant the temperature of the glue, at determined value. 

 

 

Working cycle 

- Two veneer strips are placed on the working table and their edges are slightly approached to 

the separating plate at the feeding device entrance,  in this direction oriented. 

- Insert the two veneer strips between the two upper rolls and the driving plates which push 

the strips onward automatically  

- The glueing unit will apply the glue on the veneer edge. 

- Now the veneer sheets are going through the tracks zone, where pressure bars are bonding 

the veneer whilst feeding. 

- Two bars (upper and lower), heated by electric resistances, keep the due temperature in the 

passage zone, activate the urea glue edges thus ensuring the wood-to-wood contact on the  

glue line. The bars are made with stainless steel thin bands and polished so to assure easy 

cleaning and maintenance. 

 

 

Adjustments 

It’s possible to adjust accurately the quantity of glue to be applied. 

Refrigerator (*) controlling the keeping in temperature of the glue. 

The feeding speed is infinitely variable by electronic driving of the motor for tracks movement. 
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The upper  tracks pressure on the veneer sheets is obtained by means of compressed air actuators. 

The adjustment owing to respective different veneer thicknesses of the two sheets is automatic. 

 

The feeding discs have an automatic compensation device for different thicknesses of the veneer 

sheets. 

 

The heating bars are fitted with thermostatic controls  permitting to change the temperature and 

keeping  the correct value for the glue hardening. 

 

Control Panel 

It is placed in ergonomic position thus assuring an easy access just over the insertion point of the 

veneer. 

A push-button panel with all machine functions controls, manometers for pressure control, 

electronic read-outs for speed and temperatures. 

 

 Gauges show the correct adjustment of the pressure for any thickness of the veneer on the 

lower tracks, the upper track and the infeed rollers 

 Start-stop push button on feed motor 

 Key pads of the electronic control devices for the heating temperature setting 

 Electronic digital read-outs for an accurate monitoring of the heating temperatures 

 Knob of the motor speed control for the stepless adjustment of feed speed 

 Switch for the rise of the upper track 

 Emergency push button 

 

 

Advantages 

- Absence of adhesive on the veneer surface 

- Best resistance of the joining even in case of hard stress and high temperatures during the 

working process 

- No need stocking thermo-adhesive thread 

 

 

Lubrication 

The moving parts are sliding on self-lubricating materials 

 

 

Safety 

According to EC safety rules 

 

 

Colour 

Light grey RAL 9018 – Dark grey RAL 7021 

 

 

 

 

(*)  optional extra 

 
We reserve the right to change specifications and design without notice. Pictures are purely informative. 
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